Enterprise Application Security

Data breaches, ransomware attacks, and other security vulnerabilities have become the norm in recent years. With that, development teams bear the responsibility of ensuring that all stages of the SDLC have strong security.

DZone’s Enterprise Application Security Trend Report will focus on key factors of security practices including application security accountability, security-first architectural patterns, recommendations for supply chain security practices, how to make security a focus of DevSecOps, and more.

Expert Insights
The Enterprise Application Security Trend Report will cover topics such as:

- A guide to the major focus areas of supply chain security and top recommendations
- How to make security a focus of your DevSecOps practice
- Secure by design/security-first architectural patterns
- An overview of the principles of zero trust security
- A guide to application layer data encryption
- Key considerations to manage cloud security in a cloud-native, hybrid cloud, and/or multi-cloud environment
- IAST vs. SAST vs. DAST vs. RASP, and when to use each
- What is continuous compliance/security automation, and how does an organization achieve it?

…and much more.

Developer Survey
The research component of this Trend Report will explore topics including, but not limited to:

- Application security accountability
- Attitudes towards employer’s security posture
- If the organization has had any (public) security breach in the last 12 months
- OWASP top 10
- Penetrating testing frequency
- How do companies secure source code
- Common SLAs for addressing identified CVEs, and what the standard turnaround time is for addressing CVEs.
- Usage of security-first architectural patterns
- Usage of secure coding techniques
- Time spent securing legacy code vs. new code
- External factors driving internal application security decisions and resource allocation
373,200+ Unique visitors engaging with Security content

641,700+ Security Content Page Views

9,800+ Downloads of DZone’s Security publications in 2021

64% Tech Decision Makers (Manager+)

91% TDMs located in North America

57% Employed at Companies with $100M+ Revenue

Downloader Job Roles
- 34% Architect, Software Developer
- 6% Development Manager, Lead Developer
- 6% Executive Manager, VP, CTO, CIO
- 2% Marketing, Sales, Communication
- 4% President, CEO, Owner
- 39% Programmer, Developer
- 3% QA, Testing, Compliance
- 4% System Admin, DBA
- 2% Web Designer, Graphic Designer

DZone reaches 33% of business domains with intent for Enterprise Application Security.

112K+ Businesses with intent for Security topics are visiting DZone.

Source: DZone Audience Insights, Permutive, Last 30 Days, September 28, 2020; DZone Audience Insights, Bombora Last 90 Days, September 28, 2022; DZone Publications Downloads, 2021
Become a DZone Research Partner

Gain unique and specific insights into software industry trends. Engage an audience looking to learn best practices and implement solutions.
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**CONTENT SPONSOR**
- Front Page Logo Placement
  - Two-page spread, including (1) Full-page ad and choice of:
    - One-page Case Study, or
    - Advertorial
- 750 Global Contacts
- Sponsor Spotlight Report: A white labelled report for sponsor marketing usage post-campaign
- Solutions Directory: Sponsor product(s) inclusion with preferential placement.

**RESEARCH SPONSOR**
- Front Page Logo Placement
  - Two-page spread, including (1) Full-page ad and choice of:
    - One-page Case Study, or
    - Advertorial
- 750 Global Contacts
- Sponsor Spotlight Report: A white labelled report for sponsor marketing usage post-campaign
- Solutions Directory: Sponsor product(s) inclusion with preferential placement.
- Research Add-On (Choose 1):
  - Custom Survey Question
  - Survey Raw Data
  - Limited to 2 sponsors

How Trend Reports Reach DZone Readers

Each Trend Report is promoted to DZone readers across DZone.com, newsletters, and social media:

- Inclusion in 5-7 Daily Digest newsletters
- Inclusion in 1 Weekly newsletter
- 2-4 Dedicated emails
- Prominent and relevant onsite promotional placements and front-page features
- Promotions across DZone social channels

Previous Sponsors Included:

- HCL AppScan
- Rezilion
- Secure Code Warrior
- enov8
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